About BodyNet
BodyNet is the first complete, web based system to manage
vehicle repair bodyshops. Accessible from anywhere there is an
internet connection, BodyNet includes all the functionality to
operate an efficient bodyshop business. Covering three
modules, BodyNet consists of the following areas;
Bodyshop Management
Shopfloor Data Collection
Vehicle Repair Tracking

BodyNet is provided as a service, and is by subscription only. Our development team
ensure each of the modules offered are regularly enhanced to ensure that using the
latest technology is supported by the latest product designs and functionality. Any
enhancement to our modules are included with the subscription and implemented
without any customer interaction

Features
Like any traditional Bodyshop management system, BodyNet provides the standard modules
and features to assist the Bodyshop to operate efficiently and productively. These would
include Estimating, Job Production and Control Management, Staff Management, Courtesy
Cars and Invoicing. Additional modules Bodynet provide include;
CSI feedback to measure the quality of repair and customer interaction
On line bar code procedures for efficient staff and job tracking
Customer contact points, including SMS and email
KPI reporting and benchmarks to measure performance
Connectivity and Integration with other estimating systems, accounting
solutions, and data collection systems
Work provider interaction that is estimate system independent
Forecast and budget analysis tools

Benefits
Using a bodyshop management system is fundamental to operating an efficient Bodyshop.
Taking away manual processes and having information available real time is an underlying
factor in being able to improve Bodyshop performance levels in all areas. Where BodyNet
offers unique benefits, is not only in the module’s themselves, but in the technology we use
to deliver them;

Accessibility
Having key information available easily and quickly is paramount. BodyNet is NOT
an installation required solution and is accessible from anywhere that has an
internet connection. Whether it is a laptop, desktop, Ipad, or your web enabled
mobile phone, the complete BodyNet system is available for access and control.

Subscriptions
BodyNet is offered as a service and requires no upfront costs, no additional fees,
and no long term commitment. Not only is this financially beneficial to our clients,
but this also means we are committed to constantly improving what we offer, to
ensure your commitment to our solutions.

Connectivity
Using the technology of the internet, having multiple or groups of Bodyshops using
BodyNet is very simple. There are no networks required, and no connectivity
needed between Bodyshops. All the information is consolidated in BodyNet and is
provided real time.

Information
With work providers demanding more and more, BodyNet can make this demand
much simpler by providing access to key information simply and easily. Cycle Time
and repair updates are automated and provided real time, based on access
provided by the Bodyshop.

Simplicity
A bodyshop management system requires input and commitment from its end
user. BodyNet tries to make this a simple as possible by providing a solution that
is straightforward and a solution where the benefit is realised quickly by all
bodyshop staff. This ensures the commitment needed to be able to get the most
from our bodyshop management system.

Implementation
Benefitting from BodyNet is a quick and simple procedure. All we require is a good
internet connection. As we do not require networks, servers or any other specific
hardware, once training has been completed (remotely, or on-site), our clients are very
quickly realising the assistance that BodyNet brings to their daily operation.

